Helderberg Friends

July, 2022

Newsletter

UPDATE FROM MANAGEMENT

by Hayley-May Wittridge (Biodiversity Coordinator)
June 11 Wildfire at Helderberg Nature Reserve
This fire is not the first and it certainly won’t be the last wildfire
to move throughout this protected area. This fire can however
be regarded as unique as it has burned an enormous portion
of the reserve at once, including the lower “garden” section
which had not burned in more than 75 years. Many thanks to
all the firefighters and volunteers!
At first, such an extensive fire may seem shocking, but in
reality fynbos needs fire to survive! So now, all we have to do is
wait for Mother Nature to renew the fynbos, a process
mastered over thousands of years. And as the next few
seasons advance, floral wonders will be revealed for us all to
enjoy!

Temporary Closure for Clean-up and Renewal
In terms of management activity, a fire event can be a catalyst
to review various aspects of the reserve. The current and
future changes planned for the reserve by the management
are part a long term plan to conserve the natural environment
and to improve visitors’ experiences now, and in the future.

Tasks initiated during the closure period:
*cleaning up burned out infrastructure and trees
*renewing some infrastructure like board walks etc.
*revising the trail network (heavy rains directly after
the burn resulted in accelerated erosion of many trails)

Help from the Friends
Many members of the Friends of the Helderberg Nature
Reserve have helped the management team with various
tasks during the reserve’s closure. Many thanks for your
timely efforts! There will be more opportunities in the
near future for more of you to get involved. The tasks are
only starting to gain momentum and there is still a lot that
needs to be done (see our Facebook page for
notifications of future tasks).
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HNR opens on August 1, 2022!
Trails safe for public use: Before you visit,
please take note that some trails have been
cleared and marked with temporary trail
markers. Only these trails are safe for public use.
Please take time to acquaint yourself with these
changes and which trails you can use. This
information will be available at the Visitor
Centre and / or visit the “Trail Chat” table that
will be positioned near the big entrance Archway
during the opening weeks.

More fire/ clean up pictures from Reserve Management
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VISITOR CENTRE UPDATE
Reserve opens on August 1: It has felt like a
second lockdown with the Visitor Centre having
been closed since the fire in June, but from August 1
we will be open for business and look forward to
seeing our members in the Reserve again.
The trails are being revised by the Reserve
management, so please pay attention to signs and
directions given by staff or volunteers regarding
which paths/routes to use. This guidance is for your
safety.
A big thank you to those members who were able
to respond to the request for helping to clear the
Reserve after the fire; your assistance was much
appreciated.
We are hosting a series of monthly talks on
nature–related topics from August to November this
year. Please see page 4 of this newsletter for more
information.

Early riser key holders are reminded to
observe all the rules regarding the holding of a
key. Continued abuse of rules could see the
privilege taken away due to a selfish few.

Friends Officers and Committee members elected for
2022/2023

2022/2023 MEMBERSHIP FEES

The Friends AGM was held on 11th May, 2022. At this meeting
the following officers and committee members were elected:
*R170 Adults (19-59 years)

*R400 Family (2 adults + 2 children

Penny Clifton-Smith: Chair
Peter Blaine: Vice-Chair
4-18 years)
Alistair Munday: Treasurer
Muriel Rowcroft: Secretary
*R50 for each additional
child 4-18
Freya Brett
Steve Chadwick
years
Alistair Hill
Margie Humphris
(60+ years)
Miona Janeke *R80 Senior Citizens
Fay Rolando
Adriaan Roux
James Silberbauer
Anrike Theron

Call for Volunteers There are a quite a few places
available for volunteering at the Visitor Centre.
Volunteering plays an important role in liaising with
the Reserve management and the public. Call the
Visitor Centre at 021 851 4060 for more
information
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HIKES / WALKS FOR AUGUST - NOVEMBER 2022
Interpretive Bird Walks
*Saturday 27 August: meet at 08h00 at Gate
*Wednesday 28 Sept: meet at 07h00 at Gate
*Saturday 22 Oct: meet at 07h00 at Gate
*Wednesday 23 Nov: meet at 06h30 at Gate

Interpretive Day Walks
Sunday 18 Sept Fynbos/Fire Recovery
Sunday 25 Sept Fynbos/Fire Recovery
Sunday 30 Oct Fynbos/medicinal plants
Sunday 27 Nov Trees / Fire Recovery
NB All day walks meet at 08h00 at the
Visitor Centre

Interpretive Sunset Suppers
Saturday 29 Oct Meet at 17h30 the Visitor
Centre
Saturday 26 Oct Meet at 18h00 at the Visitor
Centre
These walks are conducted by Jill Mortimer
(birds) and Andreas Groenewald,
Bookings for these interpretive walks are
essential - so please email us well ahead of
your chosen date to secure your booking. A
small fee is charged for the interpretive walks.
EMAIL:info@helderbergnaturereserve.co.za

Nature Talks

These Saturday monthly talks are sponsored by the
Friends at the Helderberg Environmental Centre at 14 30.
There is no charge but donations to the various featured
organizations would be appreciated.
Bookings are not
required.

20 August Movements of the early African peoples
and rock art within the HH rim by Steve Chadwick
17 September Tracking and protecting wild bees by
Jenny Cullinan
22 October Cape Leopard Trust by Jeannie Hayward
19 November Sexual encounters of the floral kind
by Andreas Groenewald

Guided Hikes

These hikes are open to anyone, but make sure you choose the
hike that suits your fitness level.. Various hiking clubs organize
the hikes, so experienced guides lead the walks.
Due to the fire, only 2 walks are available, both of which are
designated 2a Green, that is easy walking on established paths.
Meet at the Oak Café and bring warm clothing, water, snacks, hats
etc..

Saturday 6 August Leopards Loop Meet at 08h30
Saturday 3 September Watsonia /Leopards Loop
Meet at 08h00
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Environmental Education Report
By Esmay Josephs - Environmental Education Coordinator
The Helderberg Environmental Centre (HEC) has
been host to many wide-eyed, excited and
enquiring minds from April to July, 2022, Ms
Josephs reports. The excited participants were
learners (441) and teachers (61), all eager to learn
about the HEC being an eco-friendly building as
well as other aspects of environmental education.
The HEC’s official opening event occurred
during this period on June 3. 2022 There were
many illustrious attendees including the Mayor
and Vice Mayor of Cape Town. All the guests
were in total awe of the unique architecture and
ecological building materials used. See right.
Additional highlights during this period:
*The Pedal Project is an NPO that promotes youth development through sport
and environmental education; their beneficiaries attended environmental
workshops and hikes on six different days (see left and below)

The Disaster Risk Management Centre hosted its annual resilience
programme for teenage girls regarding the biodiversity and the risks
associated with climate change (see left)
*The July Winter Holiday Programme (sponsored by the Friends) was
greatly enjoyed by the participants (fun activities included an ecotreasure hunt) (see below)
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Eco-Schools Report
Eco-Schools in the Helderberg Node
The Eco-school programme is a world-wide organization that aims at equipping children to live sustainably in the future
by educating them in the classroom and then expanding the education into the community. In South Africa Eco-school
statistics show that 693 schools were registered and that 1563 environmental change projects were conducted in
2019. Various schools in the Helderberg node were part of these 2019 statistics and have been involved in many ecoprojects over many years. In the last three months two schools registered in the eco-school programme have
developed exciting and amazing eco-programmes that involve all grades and teachers, namely Beaumont Primary
School and Newberry House Montessori School.
For more information please contact Freya Brett, Node Coordinator on 082-708 1016 or email her at
helderberg.ecoschools@gmail.com

Beaumont Primary School's
focus this quarter is on a sustainable waste management
programme. In order to encourage such eco-friendly strategies the
school is in the process of creating several outdoor classrooms on
the school premises. The goal is to encourage active participation
and a better understanding of the delicate composting processes in
nature.
The outdoor classrooms will include a Recycling depot and a
Composting / Wormery area with information boards to encourage
individual fact finding. So far a composting depot which includes 4
wormeries has been constructed from a very messy dump site. See
the composting bins top right (the wormeries are seen to the left in
the coloured bins).
In addition, a well-explained recycling depot has just been completed.
See the lower picture on the right. Information boards have been
placed above the bins so children can dispose waste correctly and
also consult for projects etc.

Newberry House Montessori School

reports on several eco-projects occurring over the
past few months as well as helping the community
with donations of winter clothing and blankets.
The Eco-club members investigated herbs found
naturally on Lourensford Estate and learnt about
their uses. Seeds were also harvested to plant
later on.
Learners enjoyed a nature hike at the HNR and
learnt about the new eco-friendly HEC.
In addition, middle school learners are involved in
assessing damage caused by the recent fire and
monitoring the rehabilitation of the fauna and flora
on a weekly basis (see left top).
Pre-primary learners at Newberry House are
involved in daily fun-filled hands-on gardening
sessions which allow them to experience plant
care and hopefully develop a love for all things
green (see below left).
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ECO-RANGERS ACTIVITIES BETWEEN APRIL AND JULY 2022
Helping with clean-up after the fire
Wendy Norris, Coordinator of the Eco-Rangers
reported that many of the Eco-Rangers past and
present, young and old came together to help the
reserve staff clean up the nails left behind after the fire
burned the board walk. The result was a wheelbarrow
full of bolts and nails from around Spurwing Dam! Being
part of the cleaning up process also helped to ease the
pain and sadness many felt after the fire (see left).

Leopard and Caracal (8-16) activity highlights
Sleep-Over in the HEC: Everyone thoroughly enjoyed this
fun-filled and activity-filled evening, which included many
creative opportunities for children to learn about nature.
Some of the activities included a treasure hunt, glowing in
the dark scorpions seen while hiking and more(see right
top)
Assessing the fire results: While hiking the young people
learnt about the interaction between fire and fynbos as
well staking out plots on the burnt area below the
reservoir, which they will monitor for re-growth over 6
months.
Learning about rocks and geology: Andreas
Groenewald shared some of his knowledge and one of the
activities involved building a wooden rock box (see lower
right)

Genets’ (3-6 years) activity highlights
:
*Easter Egg hunt after learning about rabbits
and hares
*Earth day: everyone planted a spekboom to take
home
*King Proteas and ladybugs were discussed
and exhibited while out walking…they saw the
whole cycle of ladybugs as well as being able to get
up really close to a magnificent king protea. The
size and softness made great impressions on the
children. How wonderful we did this activity when
we did, for the following week it was gone!
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Friends' Hack Group: Clearing alien vegetation
May-to June, 2022
During this time period the hackers have been working very hard clearing alien
vegetation in Silwerboomkloof. During the June hack they showed considerable
dedication working through the smoke generated by the fire in the nearby reserve!
Plant species removed include port jackson, black and longleaf wattle, bugweed,
bramble and cotoneaster.
John McNaught-Davis pulling out a port jackson (see below)

Next Hack Dates
13 Aug 2022 8:00
10 Sep 2022 8:00
08 Oct 2022 8:00
12 Nov 2022 7:30

Brian Zelle using a tree popper to
clear port jackson

If you are interested
in clearing alien
vegetation contact
James Silberbauer at
078 306 1660

Verran Downing and Daniel Erasmus
removing port jackson

The next Newsletter will be out in November 2022
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